
Employee voices deliver an authentic candidate experience

What today’s candidates want most is authentic insight into what it’s 

like to work at your company. Clinch Employee Connections 

brings together candidates and your brand ambassadors 

allowing them to bring your employer brand to life in a 

personalised and authentic way. 

Employee Connections Deliver an authentic candidate experience

Clinch Employee Connections delivers an AI-powered discussion platform connecting 

candidates to real employees, as well as providing you with the tools to create and 

share on-brand, authentic recruitment marketing content with a single click.

Bring your employer brand to life

Employee Connections

Identify and create 

authentic employee-

generated content at scale 

with the Clinch Employee 

Connections tools including: 

virtual events, careers 

Q&A chatbot, video 

and always-on Q&A 

enhanced by AI.

Boost SEO efforts and 

easily share content 

to social media with a 

single click. Employee 

Connections automatically 

selects the most popular 

stories and creates 

branded, ready to publish 

social media content.

Increase conversion rates 

and diversify your talent 

pool through talent 

nurturing, re-engagement, 

job ad plug-ins and 

more to create a tailored 

candidate experience and 

boost quality applications. 

Create Share Convert

Virtual events Chatbot

Q&A platform

Video content

One-click social publishing



Clinch is a proud member of the PageUp group of 

companies. Clinch Recruitment Marketing Suite is a 

robust solution that allows recruiting teams to do more with 

less effort, delivering authentic and personalised candidate 

experiences from first engagement to application and beyond. 

Clinch’s focus is on security, ease of implementation and customer 

success for companies of all sizes. Clinch offices are located in New York, 

Dublin, London, Singapore, Paris, Sydney and Melbourne. 

For more information on Clinch Recruitment Marketing Suite, or to schedule a demo, 

visit our website at clinchtalent.com.

About Clinch

Employee Connections Deliver an authentic candidate experience

Clinch Employee 
Connections
Authentic candidate 
experiences that deliver

who engaged with the 
Employee Connections 
during their application 
would recommend it

80% +

of users said it improved their 
perception of the company

75%+

of hires said the authentic 
employee interactions were 
critical to their decision to 
accept the job offer

65% +

Join these global 
organisations and transform 
your employer brand

http://clinchtalent.com

